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The spin-orbit induced electric field gradient at the nuclear site of 183Os and 183Re impurities in Fe and of
191Pt and 186Ir impurities in Ni was determined for @100#, @110#, and @111# orientations of the magnetization.
The measurements were performed on single-crystal samples using nuclear magnetic resonance on oriented
nuclei and modulated adiabatic fast passage on oriented nuclei. In the Ni experiments the electric field gradient
was also determined for other orientations of the magnetization in the ~110! plane. These data, together with
previous results on the 5d impurities, provide the first fairly complete data set on the spin-orbit induced electric
field gradient in cubic Fe, Co, and Ni. Our results establish in particular that the effect depends in general
considerably on the direction of the magnetization. We summarize the present knowledge of these electric field
gradients, their magnitude, their systematics, and the form and magnitude of their dependence on the direction
of the magnetization. The properties of the effect are explained within the tight-binding model in terms of the
spin-orbit induced deformation of the electron distribution. We also present and discuss data on the dependence
of the hyperfine field on the direction of the magnetization, which was found to be smaller than 1023, and on
the inhomogeneous broadening of the electric field gradient.
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The spin-orbit coupling ~SOC! induces in ferromagnetic
transition metals not only the well-known unquenched or-
bital moment but deforms also the spatial electron distribu-
tion. This leads in ferromagnets with cubic lattice symmetry
to a noncubic charge distribution. The effect can be studied
via the hyperfine interaction: The electric field gradient
~EFG! at the nuclear site is a direct measure of the noncubic
charge distribution around the nucleus.
The EFG in cubic ferromagnets was first observed on Ir as
a dilute impurity in Fe (IrFe) and also on IrNi and FeFe by
various techniques.1–4 It was explained as a consequence of
the spin-orbit coupling.1,5–7 The spin-orbit EFG ~SO-EFG!
was observed since then for several other impurity host
combinations,8–10 but precise data remained until recently
restricted to only a few favorable systems. The main problem
was that the quadrupole splitting of the nuclear magnetic
resonance due to the SO-EFG is in most cases concealed by
a much larger inhomogeneous broadening of the resonance.
However, this problem has meanwhile been solved by the
introduction of the technique of modulated adiabatic fast
passage on oriented nuclei ~MAPON!.11,12 The modulated
adiabatic fast passage concept allows the determination of
the quadrupole splitting, even if it is much smaller than the
inhomogeneous broadening of the resonance. MAPON com-
bines this concept with the detection of the resonance via the
g radiation of radioactive probe nuclei. The high sensitivity0163-1829/2002/66~17!/174401~19!/$20.00 66 1744of the technique greatly facilitates the study of the hyperfine
interaction at impurities, especially in single-crystal samples.
But the first MAPON experiments revealed further diffi-
culties, which had not been noticed in previous studies, but
which now became apparent due to the improved resolution.
One difficulty was the strong inhomogeneous broadening of
the SO-EFG: If it exceeds considerably 100%, a precise de-
termination of the SO-EFG is no longer possible and the
MAPON experiment gives essentially only the width of the
EFG distribution. This has so far been the case in all
MAPON experiments on 3d and 4sp impurities in Fe and
Ni.13–16 The only exception was CoFe . In that case the SO-
EFG could be determined with moderate precision for @100#
orientation of the magnetization.17,18
A second difficulty was the neglect of the anisotropy of
the SO-EFG—that is, the dependence of the effect on the
direction of the magnetization relative to the crystallographic
axes. Model calculations predicted a distinct anisotropy of
the order of 50%.7 But in two experiments on IrFe and IrNi
the SO-EFG was found to be isotropic within the experimen-
tal error of about 10%.2,5 The SO-EFG was since then be-
lieved to be essentially isotropic.
Recent MAPON experiments provided, however, strong
hints at a distinct anisotropy of the SO-EFG: In some experi-
ments on 3d and 4sp impurities in single-crystal samples
different EFG distributions were observed for different direc-
tions of the magnetization.13,14,19 Because of the excessive
inhomogeneous broadening, it was, however, not clear©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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ditional contributions to the EFG that cause also the inhomo-
geneous broadening. A further hint came from experiments
on the 5d impurities Au and Ir in polycrystalline Fe
samples.20,21 The average SO-EFG was found to be magnetic
field dependent in the regime of incomplete magnetization,
where the direction of the magnetization is also magnetic
field dependent. This pointed also to an anisotropy of the
SO-EFG. The broadening of the EFG was in this case less
than 100%, but an unambiguous distinction between an an-
isotropy and a real magnetic field dependence is not possible
for polycrystalline samples.
From this experience the requirements for further experi-
ments were clear: For a proper treatment of the anisotropy
single-crystal samples were necessary. To reduce the inho-
mogeneous broadening of the SO-EFG to a tolerable extent
much attention had to be paid to the sample preparation. The
SO-EFG of the 5d impurities was obviously less affected by
the inhomogeneous broadening, presumably because the
SOC is an order of magnitude larger than for the 4d or 3d
impurities. Therefore we used the 5d impurities as the start-
ing point.
Using NMR-ON ~nuclear magnetic resonance on oriented
nuclei! and MAPON we determined the SO-EFG of AuFe ,
PtFe , IrFe , OsFe , ReFe , AuNi , PtNi , and IrNi for @100#,
@110#, and @111# orientations of the magnetization. In addi-
tion, the average SO-EFG of Pt, Ir, Os, and Re in Co~fcc!
was determined. Now, for the first time a reasonably com-
plete and accurate data set is available to investigate the sys-
tematics and the anisotropy of the noncubic charge distribu-
tion in cubic Fe, Co, and Ni.
The experiment on IrFe provided the first unambiguous
evidence for the anisotropy of the SO-EFG. It was already
discussed in Ref. 22. The measurements on PtFe were re-
ported in Ref. 23, the measurements on the 5d impurities in
Co~fcc! in Ref. 24. A complete account of the experiments
on OsFe , ReFe , PtNi , and IrNi is given in Sec. IV. The
physics of the spin-orbit induced noncubic charge distribu-
tion is discussed in Sec. V on the basis of the tight-binding
analysis that is presented in the following paper ~part II!.25
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
A. Hyperfine interaction in cubic Fe, Co, and Ni
In Fe, Co, and Ni the electric hyperfine interaction be-
tween the SO-EFG and nuclear quadrupole moment is super-
imposed onto a much stronger magnetic hyperfine interaction
between hyperfine field and nuclear magnetic moment. The
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The sublevels are eigenfunctions of Iz8 . The z8 axis is the
direction of BW , the effective magnetic field at the nuclear site.
It is referred to as z8 to distinguish it from the cubic axes x,
y, and z. m is the magnetic quantum number, g the nuclear g17440factor, mN the nuclear magneton, eQ the nuclear spectro-
scopic quadrupole moment, and Vz8z8 the component of the
EFG tensor along BW .
According to Eq. ~1! the resonance frequency of the NMR










Thus, there is a quadrupole splitting of the magnetic reso-
nance at nm into 2I equidistant subresonances with subreso-
nance separation DnQ . DnQ is the central quantity in this
work since it provides the desired information on the noncu-
bic charge distribution.
BW is the sum of the hyperfine field BW HF , the external mag-
netic field BW ext , and the demagnetization field. If all fields
are parallel to the magnetization, which was fulfilled in this
work for all measurements of the magnetic hyperfine inter-





dn/dBext5ugmN /husgn~BHF!~11K !, ~7!
B050 for Bext,Bdem ,
B05Bext2Bdem for Bext.Bdem . ~8!
The zero-field magnetic resonance frequency nm
(0) represents
the intrinsic magnetic hyperfine interaction. The parameter K
takes Knight shift and diamagnetic shielding into account
and is of the order of 1%. B0 is the ‘‘effective’’ external
magnetic field and includes the shielding by the demagneti-
zation field. Bdem is the demagnetization field for the fully
magnetized sample. Since our samples were not rotation el-
lipsoids and the sample shape and the position of the beam
spot were in general not exactly symmetric, Bdem had to be
calculated numerically for each orientation of the magnetiza-
tion.
Equations ~1! and ~2! hold exactly only if the EFG is
axially symmetric and the main axis is parallel to BW . Due to
the anisotropy of the SO-EFG, this is in general fulfilled only
for @100# and @111# orientations of the magnetization.26 How-
ever, the spin-orbit induced quadrupole interaction is very
small with respect to the magnetic interaction. In this situa-
tion, Eq. ~1! is true within the experimental accuracy for all
directions of the magnetization. This also means that only the
z8z8 component of the EFG tensor can be deduced from the
experiment. Therefore, in the following the quantity Vz8z8
will be referred to shortly as the SO-EFG.1-2
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The magnetic and electric hyperfine interactions were de-
termined by NMR-ON and the related MAPON technique.
Both methods make use of the anisotropic g emission from
oriented radioactive probe nuclei. The nuclear spins are ther-
mally oriented in the strong hyperfine fields in Fe and Ni at
temperatures in the millikelvin range. For NMR-ON the g
anisotropy is measured as a function of the frequency of the
applied radio frequency ~rf! field. Resonant deorientations of
the nuclear spins are detected via the corresponding change
of the g anisotropy.27
To realize the single-impurity limit a low dose of the im-
purities was mass separator implanted in carefully prepared
Fe and Ni single crystals. NMR-ON and MAPON are ideally
suited for hyperfine interaction studies on such samples be-
cause of the high sensitivity, which allows precise measure-
ments on less than 1010 probe nuclei.
The width of the individual subresonances is given in the
simplest case by Gm , the inhomogeneous broadening of nm .
If the subresonance splitting DnQ is larger than Gm , it can be
directly determined from the NMR-ON spectrum. However,
if Gm is considerably larger than DnQ , all subresonances
merge into one resonance and DnQ can be determined only
by the MAPON method. Apart from some favorable cases,
this is the usual situation in cubic Fe, Co, and Ni.
The center of the NMR-ON resonance n¯ deviates in gen-
eral from nm , because the subresonance amplitudes are not
symmetrically distributed around nm . This deviation can be
still significant even if the subresonance structure is not re-
solved. To determine nm in these cases the NMR-ON spec-
trum was described as the superposition of the individual
subresonances. The distribution of DnQ ,P(DnQ), was taken
from the MAPON measurements. The relative strengths of
the subresonance amplitudes were calculated. There are
some uncertainties in this procedure: ~i! One has to rely on
calculated subresonance amplitudes. ~ii! The simple superpo-
sition of subresonances is only approximately correct if more
than one subresonance of a nucleus is excited at the same
time. ~iii! A Gaussian shape of P(nm) has to be assumed.
Therefore, a systematic error of 30% of n¯2n1 was added to
the final result for nm . n1 is the subresonance between
the most occupied sublevels and represents the limit of n¯
for T→0.
C. MAPON
For a full account of the MAPON method we refer to
Refs. 11, 12, and 17. MAPON is an extension of the adia-
batic fast passage ~AFP! technique, where the rf frequency is
swept over the resonance in a time that is short with respect
to the relaxation time. In the MAPON method two rf fields
with fixed frequency separation Dn are swept over the com-
plete resonance structure. There are essentially only two dif-
ferent final states after the MAPON sweep as a function of
Dn: one for Dn,DnQ and the other for Dn.DnQ . The final
state is in particular independent of nm . In this way the
influence of the inhomogeneous broadening of the magnetic
hyperfine splitting is eliminated.17440The ‘‘MAPON spectrum’’ is the g anisotropy after the
sweep as a function of Dn. For a uniform quadrupole split-
ting it is simply a step function with step at Dn5DnQ .
However, it turned out that DnQ is also inhomogeneously
broadened. The MAPON spectrum is then, apart from some
constants, the integral over the distribution P(DnQ).
To determine DnQ
(0)
, the quadrupole splitting that repre-
sents the undisturbed system, we assumed a Gaussian distri-
bution of DnQ and described the MAPON spectrum as the
integral over P(DnQ). The center DnQ(0) and width GQ of the
distribution were determined via a least-squares fit. If neces-
sary, a second, much broader, Gaussian distribution was in-
troduced to describe a broad background due to nuclei with
somewhat more disturbed surroundings.
Only the MAPON spectrum was used to obtain the final
results. But in most cases the first derivative of the MAPON
spectrum is also shown to provide a picture of P(DnQ).
There are several reasonable ways to differentiate the
MAPON spectrum. We plot in this work
~Ei1n2Ei!/~Dn i1n2Dn i!
as a function of (Dn i1n1Dn i)/2. This quantity is strictly
speaking only the average of the derivative over the interval
(Dn i1n2Dn i). Ei is the MAPON effect at the ith data point.
n is chosen in a way to achieve a reasonable compromise
between the accuracy of each point and the error introduced
by the averaging. The used n’s range in this work from
2 to 4.
The 1:1 correspondence between the MAPON spectrum
and the integral of P(DnQ) is not exact. The power
broadening12 and the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation during
the MAPON sweep modify this simple relationship and in-
troduce a slight deviation of the center of the MAPON spec-
trum from the center of P(DnQ). The deviation can be re-
duced by an appropriate choice of the rf power and the
sweep time to less than Adn/dt , where dn/dt is the
MAPON sweep rate.28 The quoted DnQ
(0)
’s contain already
appropriate corrections that were estimated by model
calculations.12,28 These corrections are, however, small: Even
for 183ReFe and 186IrNi , where large sweep rates were nec-
essary because of the fast nuclear spin-lattice relaxation, the
corrections were only of the same order as the statistical
error.
D. Sign of the quadrupole splitting
According to Eq. ~2!, the subresonance between the most
occupied sublevels is situated at the low-frequency end of
the resonance for DnQ.0 and at the high-frequency end for
DnQ,0. Moreover, the NMR-ON technique is characterized
by a strong decrease in the occupation numbers from the best
occupied sublevel to higher sublevels, which leads to a cor-
responding strong decrease in the amplitudes of the associ-
ated subresonances. Therefore, the sign of the quadrupole
splitting can be directly read off the arrangement of the sub-
resonance amplitudes in the NMR-ON spectrum, if the sub-
resonance structure is resolved.1-3
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Dimensionsa Surface E impl Number of Implantation
Experiment ~mm! preparation ~keV! probe nucleib dosec ~1/cm 2) Annealing
183Os,183ReFe 83830.88 sputter. 60 53109 131011 1 h at 1070 K
191PtNi 1231230.74 electropol. 60 431011 431012 no
186IrNi 123830.85 sputter. 60 231011 231012 no
aLong axis 3 short axis 3 thickness of the disk-shaped single crystal.
bEstimated via the observed g activity.
cDimensions ~and position! of the beam spot determined by autoradiography.The sign of the quadrupole splitting cannot be obtained
from the MAPON spectrum, since both signs of DnQ are
projected onto the positive Dn axis. However, the final state
after the sweep depends on the sweep direction. The respec-
tive difference in the relaxation of the g anisotropy back to
equilibrium is very characteristic and can be used to deter-
mine the sign of DnQ : If the sweep first enters the subreso-
nance between the most occupied sublevels, the relaxation
lasts longer and starts with a much broader peak than if it
first enters the subresonance between the least occupied sub-
levels. Examples for this difference, which is referred to in
the following as the ‘‘sweep asymmetry,’’ will be found in
Sec. IV. Either AFP or MAPON sweeps with Dn.DnQ can
be used.12
III. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The samples were Fe and Ni single-crystal disks with
~110! plane that were spark cut from commercially available
bulk single crystals. The orientation of the plane perpendicu-
lar to @110# and the marking of the @100# direction within the
plane was controlled by Laue backscattering and was accu-
rate within about 0.3°. Table I summarizes the sample di-
mensions and other important parameters of the sample
preparation.
A careful surface preparation proved to be crucial to re-
duce the inhomogeneous broadening, especially that of the
SO-EFG, to a tolerable extent. To remove the structural dam-
age at the surface after the mechanical polishing steps the
sample was either electropolished or sputtered by Ar1 ions.
The narrowest EFG distribution was obtained on the elec-
tropolished Ni sample, but the sputtering procedure proved
to be more reliable and yielded altogether the better results.
The sample for the PtNi experiment was electropolished ’4
min in H2SO4 ~66%!, a Pt anode was used, and a voltage
U51.25 V was applied. The other samples were prepared by
repeated cycles of Ar1 ion sputtering ~at 300 K! and anneal-
ing ~at 830 K for Fe and at 870 K for Ni! in a commercial
VG ESCALAB 200 UHV chamber. The concentration of im-
purities at the surface and the ordering of the surface were
controlled by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and low en-
ergy electron diffraction.
The systematic investigation of the SO-EFG was made
possible by implantations at the on-line mass separator
ISOLDE at CERN. There a long chain of Hg isotopes is
available after spallation reactions that are generated by 600
MeV protons in a liquid Pb target. The 5d impurities are17440obtained via the mass separator implantation of a suitable Hg
precursor which decays into the desired isotope. Suitable ra-
dioactive isotopes are available in this way for the complete
upper 5d series ~Re to Hg! with relatively high yields and
virtually no contamination from other masses. At the implan-
tation energy of 60 keV the impurities are distributed in a
depth of ’25 nm below the surface within a layer of ’15
nm width. This means for the low implantation doses in our
experiments ~see Table I! that the impurity concentration was
always well below 1024.
It is well known that a heat treatment after the implanta-
tion can considerably reduce the linewidths. Previous experi-
ments on IrFe and PtFe showed that annealing well over
870 K was necessary to obtain small linewidths. In contrast,
no improvement by annealing was found in IrNi experi-
ments. Therefore, the Fe sample was annealed, the Ni
samples not. After the annealing the Fe sample was slowly
~within 1 h! cooled down to room temperature.
After the implantation and annealing the samples were
soldered with GaIn to a Cu coldfinger and loaded into a
3He-4He dilution refrigerator ~model TL-400 from Oxford
Instruments!. The experiments were performed at tempera-
tures around 10 mK. The g radiation was detected with four
Ge detectors placed at 0°, 90°, 180°, and 270° with respect to
the magnetic field that was used to magnetize the sample.
The g anisotropy was measured via the quantity e, which is
defined as the following ratio of the individual count rates W:
e5
W~0° !1W~180° !
W~90° !1W~270° ! 21.
The frequency spectrum for MAPON was generated by
mixing the carrier frequency nc from a rf synthesizer and
Dn/2 from an audio frequency function generator. This pro-
duces a spectrum with the two main components at vc
1Dn/2 and vc2Dn/2 and ensures that the separation be-
tween these two frequencies remains constant when nc is
swept over the resonance.17 The carrier frequency and higher
side bands were suppressed with respect to the two main
components by more than 25 dB for 183ReFe and by more
than 30 dB for the other experiments. The rf power was
applied only during the sweep.
The rf signal generators, the timing of the sweep, and the
data acquisition were controlled by computer via a CAMAC
system. The temperature was determined by a 60CoCo(hcp)
nuclear orientation thermometer.1-4
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@111# direction ~@100#, @110#, or @111# geometry!. All three
directions lie in the ~110! plane of our samples. For each
geometry the sample had to be newly mounted on the cold
finger and loaded into the refrigerator to place the respective
crystallographic direction parallel to the field of the magnet.
A peculiar feature of these three geometries is that a com-
plete orientation of the magnetization along the magnetic
field is already obtained at a finite magnetic field strength,
which is given by Ba1Bdem . The anisotropy fields Ba in the
~110! plane are, according to the anisotropy constants from
Ref. 29, in Fe, 0.008 T for the @110# geometry and 0.044 T
for the @111# geometry, and in Ni, 0.49 T for the @100# ge-
ometry and 0.19 T for the @110# geometry. The easy direc-
tions for Fe and Ni are @100# and @111#, respectively. Bdem
was of the order of 0.15 T for the 183OsFe and 183ReFe
experiment, 0.02 T for the 191PtNi experiment, and 0.03 T
for the 186IrNi experiment.
The orientation of the magnetization was monitored as a
function of the magnetic field via the g anisotropy. The mag-
netic and electric hyperfine interactions for M i@100# ,
M i@110# , and M i@111# were measured for magnetic fields
well above Ba1Bdem to ensure the complete orientation of
the magnetization M. The complete orientation was also ex-
perimentally tested: The EFG was measured in most cases
also for a second, considerably larger field. No change in the
EFG with the magnetic field was detected in this way, as is
expected for a complete orientation along the direction of the
magnetic field.
In the Ni experiments the SO-EFG was also measured in
the range Bext,Ba1Bdem . In this range the magnetization
rotates from the easy to the hard direction and every orien-
tation of the magnetization in the ~110! plane can in principle
be realized by an appropriate choice of Bext and the geom-
etry. The only problem is to specify for a given Bext the
direction of the magnetization. This direction could be cal-
culated typically within 65°. The error comes from ~i! the
spread of the anisotropy constants in the literature, ~ii! a
possible misalignment ~<2°! of the sample, and ~iii! demag-
netization effects in the magnetization behavior, which are
difficult to describe exactly.
No measurements in the range Bext,Ba1Bdem were per-
formed for the Fe sample, because for Bdem@Ba the magne-
tization behavior is dominated by domain growth rather than
by rotation of the magnetization, and the direction of the
magnetization for a given Bext is difficult to specify.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. 183OsFe
Only about 53109 A5183 nuclei could be implanted
during 4 h of implantation because of the rapid decline of the
Hg yields with decreasing mass number for A,185. More-
over, the half-life of 183Os is only 13 h. Nevertheless,
NMR-ON and MAPON measurements could be performed
for all three major orientations of the magnetization. The
measurements and the deduced hyperfine splitting frequen-
cies are compiled in Table II.17440The NMR-ON spectrum for M i@111# is shown in Fig. 1.
It can be well described by a single Gaussian line. However,
if we take the quadrupole splitting into account, we find that
the resonance center is shifted with respect to nm by
20.47~10! MHz. The linewidth is also in part due to the
quadrupole splitting. With Bdem50.16(5) T, 0.14~5! T, and
0.15~5! T for M i@100# , M i@110# , and M i@111# , and
dn/dBext521.35(3) MHz/T, we obtain, according to Eqs.
~5! and ~8!, the following magnetic hyperfine splittings at
zero field:
nm
(0)~183OsFe ,M i@100# !5151.50~19! MHz,
nm
(0)~183OsFe ,M i@110# !5151.71~16! MHz,
nm
(0)~183OsFe ,M i@111# !5151.75~12! MHz.
These results deviate from nm
(0)(183OsFe)
5149.9(2) MHz from Ref. 30. The main reason for this de-
viation is that an erroneous quadrupole splitting was as-
sumed in Ref. 30. For the determination of the g factor, how-
ever, this has only minor consequences: With
BHF(189OsFe)5110.62(2) T,31 nm(0)5151.6(3) MHz, and
the hyperfine anomaly u183D189u<2% we obtain g(183Os)
50.180(4) instead of 0.176~3! from Ref. 30.
MAPON spectra for the different orientations of the mag-
netization are shown in Fig. 2. The frequency was swept, for
example, for M i@111# and Bext50.4 T in 1 s from 149 to
154 MHz. For other magnetic fields and/or quadrupole split-
tings the sweep range was modified accordingly. The distri-
TABLE II. NMR-ON and MAPON results for 183OsFe .
Bext nm Gm DnQ
(0) GQ
Geometry ~T! ~MHz! ~MHz! ~MHz! ~MHz!
@100# 0.2 151.45~18! 0.6~7! 10.283~8! 0.294~23!
0.4 10.279~9! 0.297~26!
@110# 0.4 151.36~14! 0.8~4! 10.208~6! 0.206~17!
0.6 10.182~13! 0.251~39!
@111# 0.4 151.41~10! 0.8~1! 10.187~6! 0.168~13!
0.6 10.191~5! 0.165~13!
FIG. 1. 183OsFe NMR-ON spectrum for M i@111# and Bext
5 0.4 T. Modulation bandwidth Dn rf560.5 MHz, T’13 mK. The
arrow marks the position of nm .1-5
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ferentiation of the MAPON spectra, are shown in Fig. 3.
Table II shows that the quadrupole splittings for different
magnetic fields are in perfect agreement apart from
FIG. 2. 183OsFe MAPON spectra for different orientations of
the magnetization. Bext50.4 T.
FIG. 3. P(DnQ) of 183OsFe for different orientations of the
magnetization, obtained by differentiation of the MAPON spectra in
Fig. 2. Due to a small fraction of probe nuclei with negative DnQ ,
the derivative of the MAPON spectrum ~solid line and data points!
and P(DnQ) ~dashed line! are not completely identical.17440M i@110# , where they differ by two standard deviations. We
adopt as the final results
DnQ
(0)~183OsFe ,M i@100# !510.281~6 ! MHz,
DnQ
(0)~183OsFe ,M i@110# !510.203~11! MHz,
DnQ
(0)~183OsFe ,M i@111# !510.189~4 ! MHz.
The sign of the quadrupole splitting was determined from
the AFP or MAPON sweep asymmetry. It is positive for all
directions of the magnetization. Figure 4 shows the MAPON
sweep asymmetry for M i@111# . It also shows that the over-
all MAPON effect, which was in this case averaged for the
MAPON spectrum over a time window of 84 s after the
sweep, is slightly larger for sweep up. Therefore, sweep up
was used for all MAPON measurements.
B. 183ReFe
After the decay of 183Os the 183OsFe sample was used for
a further series of experiments on the daughter isotope 183Re
(Ip55/21,T1/2571 d). Table III compiles the measurements
and the deduced hyperfine splitting frequencies. Because of
the weak 183Re activity, the resonance was measured only
for M i@100# and M i@111# and only one MAPON spectrum
was measured for each geometry.
Figure 5 shows the NMR-ON spectrum for M i@100# .
Again, there is no indication of the quadrupole splitting in
the spectrum. Taking into account the quadrupole splitting,
the demagnetization fields, and dn/dBext(183Re)
529.53(10) MHz/T we deduce
nm
(0)~183ReFe ,M i@100# !5724.35~51! MHz,
nm
(0)~183ReFe ,M i@111# !5724.71~48! MHz.
FIG. 4. Asymmetry in the 183OsFe MAPON postpassage signal
for Dn.DnQ in @111# geometry. Bext50.4 T.
TABLE III. NMR-ON and MAPON results for 183ReFe .
Bext nm Gm DnQ
(0) GQ
Geometry ~T! ~MHz! ~MHz! ~MHz! ~MHz!
@100# 0.2 723.97~18! 2.2~3! 10.671~20! 0.784~29!
@110# 0.4 10.606~24! 0.575~69!
@111# 0.4 722.33~14! 2.6~3! 10.589~10! 0.354~23!1-6
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(0)(183ReFe)5722.28(37) MHz was reported,
about 2 MHz smaller than found in this work. However, the
quadrupole splitting, which shifts the resonance center by
21.0~1! MHz in our experiment, is not taken into account in
Ref. 32. The remaining difference of about 1 MHz might be
ascribed to the structural damage in the samples of Ref. 32,
where the resonance linewidth was G55.6 MHz compared to
G52.8 MHz in our experiment. However, the discrepancy in
nm
(0) is well below 1% and, therefore, does not affect the
derivation of the nuclear g factor of 183Re.
Figures 6 and 7 show the MAPON spectrum and P(DnQ)
for @100#, @110#, and @111# orientations of the magnetization.
Care was taken to measure especially the @100# spectrum
with high statistics since the precise determination of the
center of the MAPON spectrum becomes rapidly more diffi-
cult as the inhomogeneous broadening exceeds 100%. The
choice of the sweep time and the rf power required also some
FIG. 5. 183ReFe NMR-ON spectrum for M i@100# and Bext
50.2 T. Dn rf561.0 MHz,T ’26 mK.
FIG. 6. 183ReFe MAPON spectra for different orientations of
the magnetization. Bext50.2 T ~@100# geometry! or 50.4 T ~@110#
and @111# geometry!.17440care to minimize both the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation dur-
ing the sweep and the power broadening. For example, the
carrier frequency was swept in @100# geometry from 718.5
MHz to 729.5 MHz in 0.1 s. The shift of the center of the
MAPON spectrum relative to DnQ
(0) was estimated in this
case as 27~7! and 29~8! kHz due to the power broadening
and the relaxation during the sweep, respectively. The results
in Table III are already corrected for these effects.
The sign of the quadrupole splitting was determined from
the characteristic form of the postpassage signal after the
MAPON sweep for sweep up and Dn.DnQ
(0)
. It is positive
for all orientations of the magnetization. The positive sign
was confirmed in @100# geometry by an AFP measurement,
which is shown in Fig. 8.
C. 191PtNi
The hyperfine interaction of 191PtNi was investigated for
the first time. The hyperfine field of PtNi had already been
FIG. 7. P(DnQ) of 183ReFe , deduced from the MAPON spectra
in Fig. 6.
FIG. 8. 183ReFe postpassage signal after AFP sweep up and
down. @100# geometry, Bext50.2 T.1-7
G. SEEWALD et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 174401 ~2002!determined with spin-echo NMR on stable 195Pt,33 but
no investigation of the SO-EFG was possible because
I(195Pt) 51/2.
NMR-ON spectra for M i@100# , M i@110# , and M i@111#
are shown in Fig. 9. In contrast to the situation for most 5d
impurities in Fe and Ni, the subresonance structure is clearly
resolved and DnQ
(0) can be determined by NMR-ON. The
arrangement of the subresonance amplitudes directly gives
the sign of the quadrupole splitting. It is negative for all
orientations of the magnetization. NMR-ON turned out to be
even more efficient for the determination of DnQ
(0) than
MAPON. Therefore, only two MAPON measurements were
performed. The MAPON sweep range was very large com-
pared to the NMR-ON modulation bandwidths of 60.1 or
60.15 MHz: For example, the carrier frequency was swept
for the @111# spectrum from 86.1 to 82.1 MHz in 1 s. The
FIG. 9. 191PtNi NMR-ON spectra for different orientations of
the magnetization. Dn rf560.1 MHz. The frequency axes are
shifted relative to each other by 2(dn/dBext)(Bext2Bdem) so that
the positions of the resonances can be directly compared.17440MAPON spectra are shown in Fig. 10. The sharp transitions
from Dn,DnQ to Dn.DnQ indicate an unusually small
inhomogeneous broadening of the SO-EFG of only about
10%, the smallest so far observed in cubic Fe, Co, and Ni.
The MAPON and NMR-ON results for M i@100# ,
M i@110# , and M i@111# are listed in Table IV. With
dn/dBext and Bdem as deduced below, we obtain for the mag-
netic hyperfine splitting
nm
(0)~191PtNi ,M i@100# !584.346~45! MHz,
nm
(0)~191PtNi ,M i@110# !584.320~44! MHz,
nm
(0)~191PtNi ,M i@111# !584.349~4 ! MHz.
Table IV shows that for each geometry the quadrupole split-
tings for different magnetic fields and from the NMR-ON
and MAPON measurements are in reasonable agreement. By
combining all results we obtain
DnQ
(0)~191PtNi ,M i@100# !520.757~5 ! MHz,
DnQ
(0)~191PtNi ,M i@110# !520.814~5 ! MHz,
DnQ
(0)~191PtNi ,M i@111# !520.833~6 ! MHz.
In @100# and @110# geometries additional NMR-ON mea-
surements were performed in the range Bext,Ba . The re-
FIG. 10. 191PtNi MAPON spectra for @100# geometry and Bext
50.6 T ~top! and for @111# geometry and Bext50 ~bottom!.TABLE IV. NMR-ON and MAPON results for 191PtNi in the range Bext.(Ba1Bdem).
Bext nm G DnQ
(0) ~NMR-ON! DnQ
(0) ~MAPON! GQ
Geometry ~T! ~MHz! ~MHz! ~MHz! ~MHz! ~MHz!
@100# 0.6 82.934~12! 0.15~5! 20.769~11! 20.753~8! 0.08~3!
1.0 81.956~9! 0.20~2! 20.755~9!
@110# 0.3 83.651~10! 0.22~3! 20.814~11!
0.5 83.152~5! 0.11~2! 20.814~5!
@111# 0.0 84.349~4! 0.11~1! 20.837~4! 20.821~6! 0.10~2!
0.1 84.104~12! 0.17~3! 20.838~12!1-8
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(0)
’s are shown in Fig. 11 as a function of the
direction of the magnetization in the ~110! plane. As ex-
pected, all DnQ
(0)
’s are somewhere between the maxima and
minima at M i@111# and M i@100# . However, the limited ac-
curacy and the small anisotropy of the SO-EFG allow no
further conclusions on the form of the anisotropy.
The resonance shift with the magnetic field was investi-
gated in the @111# geometry by NMR-ON measurements of
the n1 resonance. Table V presents the respective data. It can




The result for Bdem is significantly ‘‘too small’’: The mini-
mum demagnetization field in the center of the sample
is calculated to be 0.020 T; the effective average Bdem for
the beam spot should be around 0.025 T. We have found
no explanation for this discrepancy. To deduce nm
(0)
for the other orientations of the magnetization we adopted
Bdem50.017(10) T. dn/dBext is in perfect agreement
FIG. 11. Angular dependence of the 191PtNi quadrupole split-
ting in the ~110! plane. u is the angle of the magnetization in
the ~110! plane relative to the @100# axis ~u50° for Mi@100#, 554.7°
for Mi@111#, 590° for Mi@110#!. The data at u58°, 19°, 28°, 36°,
and 65° were measured in @100# geometry at Bext50.5, 0.4, 0.3, and
0.2 T and in @110# geometry at Bext50.1 T, respectively. The
hatched band is the extrapolation of DnQ
(0)(@100#), DnQ(0)(@110#),
and DnQ
(0)(@111#) according to Eq. ~13!.








1.0 82.757~8!17440with 22.47~4! MHz/T, which is expected from
g(191Pt)50.329(5) ~Ref. 34! if the diamagnetic shielding is
taken into account.
The clear separation of the subresonances offered also the
rare opportunity to test our calculation of the subresonance
amplitudes, which is else used to deduce nm from unresolved
subresonance structures. Table VI compares the calculated
amplitude ratio I i /I1 of the ith subresonance to the n1 reso-
nance with the observed ratio. The calculated and experi-
mental amplitudes are found to be in perfect agreement.
D. 186IrNi
The quadrupole splitting of the IrNi NMR spectrum was
resolved in the past for 194Ir, 193Ir, 192Ir, 191Ir, and 188Ir.
This was so far not possible for 186Ir, because the ratio
DnQ /Gm}Q/@gI(2I21)# is considerably smaller for this
isotope. However, due to the MAPON technique, this repre-
sents no longer a problem. Therefore, we chose 186Ir as the
FIG. 12. 186IrNi NMR-ON spectra for different orientations of
the magnetization. Dn rf560.2 MHz,T’25 mK for M i@100# and
’20 mK for M i@110# and M i@111# . The frequency axes are dis-
placed relative to each other by 2(dn/dBext)(Bext2Bdem) to com-
pensate the different magnetic fields.
TABLE VI. 191PtNi: calculated and measured subresonance
amplitude ratios for the three NMR-ON spectra in Fig. 9.
T Calculated Experiment
Geometry ~mK! I2 /I1 I3 /I1 I2 /I1 I3 /I1
@100# 17.6 0.17 20.55 0.13~6! 20.56~7!
@110# 13.9 0.20 20.47 0.23~4! 20.44~5!
@111# 9.8 0.24 20.33 0.23~2! 20.32~3!1-9
G. SEEWALD et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 174401 ~2002!probe isotope, since it combines strong g transitions, large g
anisotropies, and a convenient resonance frequency in Ni.
The 186Ir resonance was measured for Mi@100#, Mi@110#,
and Mi@111#. Figure 12 shows the NMR-ON spectra. The
deduced magnetic hyperfine splittings are listed in Table VII.
With dn/dBext525.78(6) MHz/T and Bdem50.017(6) T,
0.040~13! T, and 0.032~11! T for the @100#, @110#, and @111#
geometries, we finally derive
nm
(0)~186IrNi ,M i@100# !5262.88~11! MHz,
nm
(0)~186IrNi ,M i@110# !5263.11~14! MHz,
nm
(0)~186IrNi ,M i@111# !5263.17~14! MHz.
These results are in agreement with nm
(0)(186IrNi)
5263.17(8) MHz from Ref. 35.
The subresonance amplitudes, which are needed to de-
scribe the form of the NMR-ON spectrum, were calculated
assuming U2A2520.31 and U4A4520.14 for the angular
distribution coefficients of the 297 keV transition of 186Ir.
These coefficients were determined in a recent 186IrFe
experiment,36 and they are given here since no explicit val-
ues are available in the literature, although several nuclear
orientation experiments on 186Ir had been reported.
Although the quadrupole splitting is not resolved in the
NMR-ON spectra, it causes an asymmetric shape of the reso-
nance and a significant displacement of the resonance center
relative to nm . The strong dependence of the quadrupole
splitting on the direction of the magnetization ~see below!
leads, therefore, also to a distinct change in the position and
the shape of the resonance from M i@100# to M i@111# . This
TABLE VII. NMR-ON and MAPON results for 186IrNi in the
range Bext.(Ba1Bdem).
Bext nm Gm DnQ
(0) GQ
Geometry ~T! ~MHz! ~MHz! ~MHz! ~MHz!
@100# 0.6 259.51~10! 0.17~23! 10.157~5! 0.202~13!
0.8 10.160~5! 0.186~13!
@110# 0.3 261.61~12! 0.27~10! 10.351~3! 0.107~8!
0.4 10.348~2! 0.103~6!
0.7 10.344~3! 0.123~9!
@111# 0.1 262.78~13! 0.29~10! 10.3744~15! 0.060~4!
0.3 10.3723~21! 0.075~7!





Geometry ~T! ~MHz! Geometry ~T! ~MHz!
@100# 0.1 10.353~9! @110# 0.0 10.372~3!
0.2 10.311~5! 0.05 10.371~3!
0.3 10.255~5! 0.1 10.365~3!
0.4 10.216~5! 0.15 10.355~5!
0.5 10.174~5! 0.2 10.347~5!174401effect is clearly visible in Fig. 12. This is in contrast to the
NMR-ON results on 192IrNi in single-crystal samples from
Ref. 2. There the quadrupole splitting was deduced from the
asymmetric shape of the resonance and no significant change
in the center and shape of the resonance was found between
M i@100# and M i@111# . However, the reported quadrupole
splitting was also much larger than found in later 192IrNi
experiments.21,37 This suggests that the asymmetric shape of
the 192Ir resonance in Ref. 2 was not due to a quadrupole
splitting at all.
For the precise determination of the quadrupole splitting
MAPON measurements were performed. The geometries,
magnetic fields, and the deduced quadrupole splittings are
compiled in Tables VII and VIII. Because of the relatively
fast nuclear spin-lattice relaxation, short sweep times were
necessary. For example, for the @111# spectrum at Bext
50.1 T the carrier frequency was swept from 260.1 to 266.3
MHz in 0.1 s. However, the shift of the center of the
MAPON spectrum due to the power broadening and the re-
laxation during the MAPON sweep could be kept to below 2
kHz in nearly all cases by a careful choice of the sweep time
and the rf power.
MAPON spectra for M i@100# , M i@110# , and M i@111#
are shown in Fig. 13; the respective P(DnQ)’s are shown in
Fig. 14. The anisotropy of the inhomogeneous broadening of
the EFG becomes particularly obvious from these data since
it shows the opposite sign as the anisotropy of the SO-EFG.
This leads to the conspicuous decrease of the relative width
of P(DnQ) from 125% for M i@100# to 31% for M i@110#
and to 17% for M i@111# .
FIG. 13. 186IrNi MAPON spectra for different orientations of
the magnetization. Bext50.8 T for M i@100# ,50.4 T for M i@110# ,
and 50.1 T for M i@111# .-10
SPIN-ORBIT INDUCED NONCUBIC . . . . I. . . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 174401 ~2002!For each geometry the MAPON measurements at differ-
ent magnetic fields gave consistent results. We adopt as the
final results
DnQ
(0)~186IrNi ,M i@100# !510.1590~46! MHz,
DnQ
(0)~186IrNi ,M i@110# !510.3470~17! MHz,
DnQ
(0)~186IrNi ,M i@111# !510.3737~12! MHz.
The positive sign of the quadrupole splitting was already
known from previous experiments.35 The characteristic form
of the postpassage signal after MAPON sweep up confirmed
this sign for all orientations of the magnetization. Figure 15
shows an example.
The quadrupole splitting for other orientations of the mag-
netization can be deduced from the MAPON data in the
FIG. 14. P(DnQ) of 186IrNi , deduced from the MAPON spectra
in Fig. 13.
FIG. 15. 186IrNi postpassage signal after MAPON sweep down
for Dn.DnQ and Dn,DnQ . @111# geometry, Bext50.1 T.174401range Bext,Ba . The complete angular dependence of DnQ
(0)
in the ~110! plane is shown in Fig. 16. As expected, we find
a smooth variation of DnQ
(0) between @100#, @110#, and @111#.
Figure 16 shows also the lowest-order interpolation of the
@100#, @110#, and @111# data. The experimentally observed
form of the anisotropy deviates slightly from this prediction.
The experiment just described was actually already our
second 186IrNi experiment ~sample II!. The first experiment
~sample I! was mainly used to optimize the annealing proce-
dure after the implantation. Sample I was annealed after im-
plantation at 940 K and in further steps at 1070 K and 1370
K. After each step the linewidths were measured in @111#
geometry by NMR-ON and MAPON. The results are com-
piled in Table IX together with the respective results for
sample II. The fact that the linewidths were considerably
larger in sample I than in sample II is not necessarily an
effect of the annealing since the surface of sample I was
prepared by electropolishing and the surface of sample II by
Ar1 ion sputtering. More relevant is that the already rela-
tively broad linewidths of sample I were increased rather
than reduced by the further annealing. This suggested that, in
contrast to the experience for Fe, annealing after the implan-
tation is not necessary for the Ni samples. This conclusion
was confirmed by the relatively small linewidths in the ex-
periments on sample II and the 191PtNi sample, which both
had been not annealed.
The data from Table IX show also the influence of the
inhomogeneous broadening on the hyperfine splitting. This
FIG. 16. Angular dependence of the 186IrNi quadrupole splitting
in the ~110! plane. u and the hatched band have the same meaning
as in Fig. 11.
TABLE IX. Center and inhomogeneous broadening of the
186IrNi hyperfine splitting for different samples and heat treatments.
All measurements were performed in @111# geometry at Bext50.1 T.
n¯ G DnQ
(0) GQ
Sample Annealing ~MHz! ~MHz! ~MHz! ~MHz!
II no 261.54~3! 1.2~1! 10.374~1! 0.06~1!
I 1 h at 940 K 260.08~18! 4.8~4! 10.370~12! 0.39~4!
1 h at 1070 K 259.30~16! 5.9~4! 10.366~12! 0.47~4!
1 h at 1370 K 10.384~31! 0.55~11!-11
G. SEEWALD et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 174401 ~2002!information is particularly important for the quadrupole split-
ting: Since its inhomogeneous broadening is very large on a
relative scale, the question arises whether the center of
P(DnQ) still represents the intrinsic quadrupole splitting.
There exists no experience on this subject, since the precise
determination of both DnQ
(0) and GQ by the MAPON tech-
nique is a rather new achievement. The data from Table IX
show that the variation in the width of P(DnQ) from 17% to
140% has no significant influence on the center of P(DnQ).
This confirms the interpretation of this center as the intrinsic
quadrupole splitting even for large inhomogeneous broaden-
ings. We also note a small but significant shift of the center
of the magnetic resonance to lower frequencies with increas-
ing width of the resonance. Similar shifts are well known




Table X compiles the available data on the SO-EFG
in cubic Fe, Co, and Ni for @100#, @110#, and @111# orien-
tations of the magnetization. The following quadrupole
moments were used to obtain the EFG’s from the quadru-
pole splittings of this work: Q(191Pt)520.87(4) b,34
Q(186Ir)522.548(31) b,38 Q(183Os)513.12(27) b,39 and
Q(183Re)512.1(2) b.39 The AuFe data are preliminary,
since the surface of the used sample was only mechanically
polished and the linewidths were accordingly rather large. A
confirmation by an experiment on a more carefully prepared
sample would be desirable. The table includes also data from
a recent AuNi experiment that will be described elsewhere.40
For some systems data are only available from experi-
ments on polycrystalline samples. Table XI summarizes
these data. The center of the EFG distribution is in this case
only an average, ^Vz8z8&, over many different orientations of
the magnetization relative to the crystallographic axes. The
TABLE X. SO-EFG in cubic Fe and Ni.
Vz8z8 (1016 V/cm2)
System M i@100# M i@110# M i@111# Ref.
AuFe 21.57~7! 21.03~4! 20.79~6! 28
PtFe 20.12~4! 20.29~2! 20.35~2! 23
IrFe 24.02~5! 22.57~6! 22.17~3! a
OsFe 10.89~8! 10.65~7! 10.60~5! b
ReFe 10.88~9! 10.79~9! 10.77~8! b
AuNi 10.10~4! 0.00~7! 20.03~2! 40
PtNi 10.72~3! 10.77~4! 10.79~4! b
IrNi 20.77~2! 21.69~2! 21.82~2! b
CoFe 10.29~6! c
NiNi 0.07~1!d 10
aWeighted average for 188IrFe and 189IrFe from Refs. 22 and 36.
bThis work.
cWeighted average for 57CoFe , 58CoFe , and 60CoFe from Refs. 17
and 18.
dSign unknown.174401simplest assumption—that all orientations contribute with
equal weight to ^Vz8z8&—is not necessarily fulfilled since it
requires that the sample be fully magnetized, that there be no
textures in the sample, and that the effective rf coupling to
the probe nuclei be identical for all orientations. It should be
a good approximation for the Co~fcc! data, since the nearly
complete absence of textures in the Co~fcc! samples was
confirmed by x-ray diffraction. However, no information on
textures is available for the FeFe experiment.
Precise data on the SO-EFG of the light impurities
(3d ,4d ,5sp , . . . ! are still very rare despite MAPON experi-
ments on several of these systems. The reason is the large
inhomogeneous broadening of the SO-EFG of considerably
more than 100% that was found in all these experiments,
with the exception of CoFe in @100# geometry. The MAPON
technique allows us to deduce only the upper and lower lim-
its for DnQ
(0) from these extremely broadened MAPON
spectra.24 The upper limit is of the same order as the broad-
ening, the lower limit often much smaller.
The upper limit for the SO-EFG that can be deduced from
the available MAPON data is for most light impurities of the
order of several 1015 V/cm2. The lower limit is of the order
of several 1014 V/cm2. Since a table of rather unspecific up-
per and lower limits would provide only little information on
the systematics, we list in Table XII only the sign of the
SO-EFG for the light impurities. In most cases it can be
unambiguously determined by the sweep asymmetry.
It should be mentioned that rather precise quadrupole
splittings were deduced in the past from extremely broad
MAPON spectra using a questionable differentiation
procedure.13–16,42 DnQ
(0) was determined in these cases as the
position of the maximum in the derivative of the MAPON
spectrum. The inspection of the MAPON data shows, how-
ever, that this maximum is only present in the used deriva-
tive. It is either clearly absent or not significant in the slope
of the original MAPON spectrum or it is due to the power
broadening in the region Dn→0. Thus, the deduced maxi-
mum of the EFG distribution is in these cases an artifact of
the differentiation and/or the power broadening. The quadru-
TABLE XI. Average SO-EFG in polycrystalline samples.
^Vz8z8& ^Vz8z8&
System (1016 V/cm2) Ref. System (1016 V/cm2) Ref.
PtCo(fcc) 10.23~5! 24 ReCo(fcc) 10.36~26! 24
IrCo(fcc) 21.04~5! 24 FeFe 10.13~4! a 4
OsCo(fcc) 21.15(11) 24
aT5299 K, Q(57Fe)50.16(1) b ~Ref. 41!.
TABLE XII. Sign of the SO-EFG for 4d and 3d impurities in
cubic Fe, Co, and Ni.
System sgn(Vz8z8) Ref. System sgn(Vz8z8) Ref.
RuFe 2 28 CoCo(fcc) 2 42
ZrFe 1 28 CoNi 2 16
MnFe 2 15 MnNi 1 13-12
SPIN-ORBIT INDUCED NONCUBIC . . . . I. . . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 174401 ~2002!pole splittings and EFG’s for the light impurities that are
compiled, for example, in Refs. 16 or 43 were deduced in
this way and are not considered in this work ~with the ex-
ception of CoFe in @100# geometry!.
B. Magnitude of the noncubic charge distribution
The EFG and the charge distribution er(rW) around the
nucleus are related by
Vz8z8522eE P2~cos q!
r3
r~rW !d3r , ~9!
where q is the angle between rW and the z8 direction. Due to
the weighting by r23, the main contribution comes from the
electrons at the lattice site of the probe nucleus. Their non-
cubic spatial distribution can be expressed in terms of the
orbital quantum numbers by the expectation value ^lz8
2
2l(l
11)/3& , which is summed over all occupied states at the
impurity site. Assuming that only d electrons are relevant,
the following relation to the EFG can be derived from Eq.
~9! ~Ref. 6!:
Vz8z85e~2/7!K lz82 2 l~ l11 !3 L ^1/r3&. ~10!
For p electrons instead of d electrons the prefactor would be
6/5 instead of 2/7. Table XIII lists ^1/r3& and the respective
conversion factors between EFG and noncubic charge distri-
bution for several 5d and 3d elements. Of course, these
numbers can serve only as a guide, since they were taken
from Hartree-Fock calculations for the free atom. ^1/r3& can
deviate in solids considerably from the free atom value, de-
pends on the electron energy, and can in principle be also
different for eg and t2g orbitals.45
Taking the conversion factors from Table XIII, we can
now deduce the magnitude of the noncubic charge distribu-
tion from our data: ~i! For the majority of the 5d impurities
the SO-EFG strength is near 131016 V/cm2 and u^lz8
2
2l(l
11)/3&u ranges between 2.131023 and 4.531023. ~ii! Con-
siderably larger ^lz8
2
2l(l11)/3&’s are found only for
IrFe~13.731023 for Mi@100# and 7.431023 for Mi@111#! and
TABLE XIII. j and ^1/r3& for the free atom from Ref. 44 and
^lz8
2
2l(l11)/3&/Vz8z8 for several d elements. aB is the Bohr radius.
j ^1/r3& Klz82 2 l~l11!3 LYVz8z8
Element ~eV! (aB23) @(1016 V/cm2)21#
Au 0.63 13.3 2.731023
Pt 0.56 11.9 3.031023
Ir 0.48 10.5 3.431023
Os 0.42 9.3 3.931023
Re 0.36 8.1 4.431023
Ni 0.086 7.0 5.231023
Co 0.068 5.9 6.131023
Fe 0.054 5.0 7.231023174401IrNi (6.231023 for M i@111#). It is thus not accidental that
the SO-EFG was first found for these systems. ~iii! ^lz8
2
2l(l11)/3& can also be about an order of magnitude
smaller: This is the case for PtFe (0.431023 for M i@111#),
PtCo(fcc) (0.731023), and AuNi (0.231023).
The magnitude of the noncubic charge distribution is
else only known for the 3d systems NiNi(M i@111#),
CoFe~Mi@100#!, and FeFe: u^lz8
2
2l(l11)/3&u’0.431023,
1.831023, and 0.931023, respectively. It is difficult to de-
cide at the moment whether these numbers are typical for the
3d impurities or represent only a selection of the very largest
noncubic charge distributions.
The magnitude of the noncubic charge distribution reflects
the quenching of spin-orbit effects in transition metals: The
mixing of states by the SOC is suppressed by the energy
splitting of these states within the band structure. The non-
cubic charge distribution appears in a perturbative treatment
of the SOC in second order. Therefore, it scales with
(j/W)2. j is here the SOC strength, defined by the expres-
sion jsW lW for the SOC; W is the bandwidth. Table XIII lists j
for several transition-metal elements. Again, these numbers
can serve only as a guide since they were calculated for the
free atom.
The prefactor in front of (j/W)2 depends on the band
structure in the particular case. Its general order of magni-
tude is investigated in part II: For a band with uniform spin
direction and smooth density of states u^lz8
2
2l(l11)/3&u is
somewhere between 0 and 10 (j/W)2. However, the struc-
ture of the band and the overlap of spin-up and spin-down
bands also play a role. The model calculations on more real-
istic band structures indicate that ^lz8
2
2l(l11)/3& ranges up
to about 14 (j/W)2 for an Fe-like band structure and up to
about 5 (j/W)2 for local band structures similar to those of
Re, Os, or Ir in Fe. Taking W’5.5 eV, j(5d)’0.5 eV, and
j(3d)’0.07 eV we expect accordingly noncubic charge dis-
tributions up to 4031023 for the 5d elements and up to
2.331023 for the 3d elements.
The few data on the 3d elements are in in full accord with
this rough estimate. However, the noncubic charge distribu-
tions of the 5d impurities are all smaller than a third of what
in principle should be possible for these systems. This may
point to an additional suppression of the SOC for these sys-
tems, but may also be accidental. Moreover, our estimates
are based on free atom values for ^1/r3& and j and on model
band structures. More accurate calculations will be necessary
to see if the theory really overestimates the magnitude of the
effect.
The observation of several particularly small noncubic
charge distributions can be explained by the strong variation
of the effect with the impurity ~see below!: Since there are
several sign changes in the systematics, some systems acci-
dentally lie close to a sign change.
C. Systematics of the noncubic charge distribution
The SO-EFG of the 5d impurities in cubic Fe, Co, and Ni
is shown in Fig. 17 as a function of the atomic number of the-13
G. SEEWALD et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 174401 ~2002!impurity. Positive SO-EFG’s correspond to oblate deforma-
tions of the electron distribution ~oblate with respect to the
direction of the magnetization!, negative SO-EFG’s to pro-
late deformations.
The parameters j , W, and ^1/r3& vary only smoothly with
the impurity and host. However, they determine only the
possible magnitude of the effect. The actual value of the
noncubic charge distribution varies within this frame rather
strongly with the band filling and form of the band structure.
This becomes apparent in the systematics as a strong depen-
dence on the impurity and host: The change in the SO-EFG
from one impurity or one host to the next is often of the same
order of magnitude as the SO-EFG itself. The systematics is
thus a sensitive probe of the evolution of the local electronic
structure within the 5d impurities.
The strong variation of the effect is theoretically well un-
derstood. For example, it is shown in part II that the effect
passes through at least three sign changes as the conduction
band is filled. This implies a sign change at least every 2.5 d
electrons and explains already a large part of the observed
variation.
For a detailed discussion of the systematics the local den-
sities of states should at least be approximately known. The
discussion of the 5d impurities in Co~fcc! and Ni must,
therefore, be postponed until such calculations become avail-
able.
FIG. 17. SO-EFG of the 5d impurities in cubic Fe, Co, and Ni.
If data from single-crystal samples are available, Vz8z8
[100] ~open dia-
monds! and Vz8z8
[111] ~solid diamonds! is shown. Otherwise, only an
average EFG ^Vz8z8& ~solid circles! is shown.174401The band structure of the 5d impurities in Fe, however,
has been investigated in part II of this work. It turned out that
these systems show a common basic pattern in the density of
states and in the dependence of the noncubic charge distri-
bution on the band filling. These patterns are shown sche-
matically in Fig. 18: The 5d band shows a marked separation
into a bonding ~lower! and an antibonding ~upper! part. The
spin-up band lies in each part somewhat lower than the spin-
down band. As the band is successively filled the noncubic
charge distribution is in each part of the band first positive,
then negative, then positive, and at last negative again. The
general trend of the systematics is determined by the succes-
sive rise of the Fermi energy within this pattern with increas-
ing atomic number of the impurity.
Although the model calculations in part II fail to repro-
duce the SO-EFG’s of the individual 5d impurities in Fe, the
just-described band filling scheme should nevertheless be
correct. Therefore, we propose that the Fermi energies are
actually positioned in this scheme somewhat more to the left
than calculated in part II. These modified positions are
shown in Fig. 18. They were chosen in such a way that the
experimental signs and relative magnitudes of the noncubic
charge distribution are moderatly well reproduced, that the
Fermi energy rises continually from Re to Pt, and that the
complete picture is as similar as possible to the one given in
part II. Of course, this interpretation of the systematics is at
the present stage rather speculative.
In Fig. 18 it is assumed that IrFe lies near a maximum of
the noncubic charge distribution. As mentioned above, this is
at variance with our model calculations in part II. They pre-
dict that the maximum noncubic charge distribution is about
three times larger than the experimental noncubic charge dis-
FIG. 18. Interpretation of the observed systematics for the 5d
impurities in Fe as a band filling effect. The top and bottom parts
schematically show the common pattern in the density of states and
in the dependence of the noncubic charge distribution on the Fermi
energy, respectively. ~Most of the lower part of the d band is omit-
ted.! The dashed lines and solid circles represent a set of Fermi
energies that reproduces roughly the experimental trend.-14
SPIN-ORBIT INDUCED NONCUBIC . . . . I. . . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 174401 ~2002!tribution of IrFe . If we would have assumed the latter, all
systems in Fig. 18 would have to lie relatively near a zero
crossing and the increase of the Fermi energy would be
rather discontinuous: The increase from Os to Ir would be
much smaller than from Re to Os or from Ir to Pt. This is a
further hint that the model calculations overestimate the typi-
cal magnitude of the noncubic charge distribution.
Despite the crude nature of our interpretation of the sys-
tematics, it shows already that AuFe must be a special case:
From the systematics up to Pt clearly a sign change between
PtFe and AuFe is expected, which is, however, not observed
in the experiment.
D. Anisotropy of the noncubic charge distribution
The data on the anisotropy are compiled in Table XIV in
the form of several EFG ratios. The variation of the effect
between M i@100# and M i@111# depends strongly on the par-
ticular system and ranges from about 10% for PtNi and
ReFe up to about a factor of 2.5 for PtFe and IrNi . For
AuNi the noncubic charge distribution changes even the sign
~see Table X!. The model calculations in part II show that
this is the range of anisotropies that is expected for realistic
band structures.
The distinct dependence of the noncubic charge distribu-
tion on the direction of the magnetization is a consequence
of the nonspherical symmetry of the band structure, which
manifests itself for a cubic symmetric d band in different
partial densities of states for the eg and the t2g orbitals. The
eg and t2g states contribute with different weight according
to the orientation of the magnetization: In short, the eg orbit-
als are somewhat more important for M i@100# , the t2g or-
bitals more for M i@111# .25 The anisotropy probes thus in
first line the different distribution of the eg and t2g states
over the band.
The anisotropy of the noncubic charge distribution is not
surprising in view of the clear differences between the eg and
t2g densities of states in realistic band structures. Neverthe-
less, this point was not clear for a long time: Experiments on
Ir in Fe and Ni reported the SO-EFG to be isotropic within
10%.2,5 Our experiments show now for just these two sys-
tems large anisotropies of the quadrupole splitting, which are
discernible even in the NMR spectrum. The supposed isot-
ropy was theoretically justified in Ref. 6 in terms of the
TABLE XIV. SO-EFG ratios in Fe and Ni from this work and














AuFe 1.99~14! 1.52~6! 0.31~6!
PtFe 0.35~12! 0.42~15! 0.27~7!
IrFe 1.855~13! 1.556~19! 0.226~23!
OsFe 1.49~5! 1.38~8! 0.15~13!
ReFe 1.14~4! 1.11~6! 0.21~32!
PtNi 0.909~9! 0.930~8! 0.25~9!
IrNi 0.425~12! 0.458~13! 0.124~10!174401relative strength of the SOC and the crystal potential. This
was based, however, on an unrealistic model of the band
structure, as is shown in part II of this work. In contrast, the




. This now turns out to be remarkably
close to the experiment.
For a detailed discussion of the anisotropy the partial den-
sities of states should at least be approximately known.
Therefore, we can discuss here only the 5d impurities in Fe.
The partial densities of states of these systems were investi-
gated in part II.
The experimental trend in Fe is that, with the exception of
PtFe , the noncubic charge distribution is larger for M i@100#
than for M i@111# . This is interpreted in part II as an intrinsic
property of the bcc lattice: In bcc band structures the eg
states are concentrated in the upper half of the d band in
prominent density of states peaks. A concentration of states
will in general enlarge the noncubic charge distribution.
Since eg states are mainly concerned, the effect is particu-
larly prominent for M i@100# .
The exception PtFe confirms this interpretation: Changes
in the sign of the noncubic charge distribution will, as a
function of the band filling, in general not occur at exactly
the same number of electrons for M i@100# and M i@111# .
Therefore, the ratio of Vz8z8
[100] to Vz8z8
[111] passes near a sign
change necessarily through a wide range of values, irrespec-
tive of the general trend. PtFe seems to be just such a case:
The anisotropy is opposite to the general trend, but at the
same time the noncubic charge distribution is also particu-
larly small.
The dependence on the direction of the magnetization has













The a i’s are the directional cosines between the direction of
the magnetization and the cubic axes. The maximum and
minimum effects are found for M i@100# and M i@111# . The
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Equation ~11! should hold as long as the SOC strength is
small relative to the characteristic energy scale of the band
structure. This condition is only moderately well fulfilled for
the relatively large SOC strengths of the 5d elements. Nev-
ertheless, Eq. ~11! may be still a good approximation, since it
is just the most simple angular dependence that is consistent
with the cubic lattice symmetry.
Equation ~11! predicts the position of the @110# EFG with
respect to the @100# and @111# EFG’s. As a linear measure of
this position we define the EFG ratio k:-15


















tion ~11! predicts that k51/4. Vz8z8
[110]
should thus be 3 times
closer to Vz8z8
[111] than to Vz8z8
[100]
. Figure 19 shows the experi-
mental k’s: Equation ~11! describes correctly the position of
the @110# EFG within the experimental error for almost all
systems. A significant deviation is found only for IrNi .
Deviations from Eq. ~11!, as found here for IrNi , are of
interest as deviations from lowest-order perturbation theory:
In lowest-order perturbation theory only the band structure in
the absence of the SOC and the parameter j are important.
However, it would be interesting for the theory of the SOC in
metals whether the more spin-orbit-specific higher-order ef-
fects are also correctly described. Higher-order effects arise
when the SOC strength becomes of the same order of mag-
nitude as the energy splitting of the states that are mixed by
the SOC or when the SOC itself changes appreciably the
band structure. Higher-order effects can be separated in cal-
culations simply by varying the SOC strength and observing
the deviations from the behavior at low SOC strengths. Ap-
propriate techniques to vary the SOC strength within ab ini-
tio calculations have recently been developed.46 However, to
probe selectively only the higher-order effects in the experi-
ment, a quantity is needed that is known exactly in lowest
order. k is such a quantity.
Figures 11 and 16 show the complete angular dependence
of the noncubic charge distribution in the ~110! plane for
PtNi and IrNi . One finds a smooth variation of the noncubic
charge distribution between M i@100# , M i@110# , and
M i@111# . This is expected since the different weightings of
the eg and t2g orbitals can change only slowly as a function
of the direction of the magnetization, even if Eq. ~11! is no
longer valid.
The position of the @110# EFG already showed that Eq.
~11! fails to describe the form of the anisotropy for IrNi. The


















FIG. 19. Position of the @110# EFG with respect to the @100# and
@111# EFG’s for several 5d impurities in Fe and Ni. k is defined in























This form of the anisotropy is compared with the experiment
in Fig. 16: It turns out that for IrNi even this three-parameter
interpolation deviates slightly from the experimental angular
dependence.
No data on the anisotropy are available for the light im-
purities. However, a similar range of anisotropies is expected
for the 3d and 4d impurities as for the 5d impurities, be-
cause the anisotropy is in lowest order independent of j , and
the differences between the eg and t2g densities of states are
similar for the 3d , 4d , and 5d systems. On the contrary, no
anisotropy is expected for the sp impurities since all three p
orbitals have the same density of states in cubic band struc-
tures.
E. Anisotropy of the hyperfine field
In all experiments we also measured the magnetic hyper-
fine splitting for different directions of the magnetization.
Table XV compiles the respective anisotropies of the mag-
netic hyperfine field. The magnetic hyperfine field turns out
to be isotropic within the typical experimental error of 0.1 T
~absolute error! or 131023 ~relative error!. A similarly per-
fect isotropy is also known from the magnetization of Fe and
Ni, which is isotropic within 1024.47,48
This isotropy is in marked contrast to the anisotropy of
the SO-EFG, in particular since there are also orbital contri-
butions to the hyperfine field and the magnetization of the
order of several percent.29,49 As discussed in part II, this
different behavior is a special property of the cubic lattice
symmetry and is well understood: The orbital hyperfine field
is in fact anisotropic but only in higher-order perturbation
theory, since the cubic lattice symmetry allows in first-order
perturbation theory no anisotropy of the orbital moment. The
second potentially anisotropic contribution to the hyperfine
TABLE XV. Absolute and relative anisotropy of the magnetic









System ~T! (1023) Ref.
PtFe 0.00~8! 0.0~6! 28
IrFe 20.11~5! 10.8~4! 22,36
OsFe 10.19~16! 21.6~14! a
ReFe 10.04~7! 20.5~10! a
PtNi 0.00~2! 0.0~5! a
IrNi 10.05~3! 21.1~7! a
aThis work.-16
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induced noncubic spin distribution. The latter is, as its coun-
terpart, the noncubic charge distribution, anisotropic already
in lowest-order perturbation theory. But it contributes only
about 1023 to the total hyperfine field. Simple order of mag-
nitude estimates show that the anisotropy of the hyperfine
field due to the orbital and spin-dipolar contributions should
be of the order of several 1024 for the 5d impurities.28
The accuracy in the comparison of the @100# and @111#
hyperfine fields was limited in this work mainly by the esti-
mation of the demagnetization field and the determination of
nm from NMR-ON spectra with unresolved quadrupole split-
tings. An accuracy of 131024 should be feasible by using
thinner samples and selected systems with resolved quadru-
pole splitting in the NMR-ON spectrum.
F. Inhomogeneous broadening of the noncubic charge
distribution
The inhomogeneous broadening of the hyperfine interac-
tion is often used as a rough measure of the disturbance of
the lattice in the vicinity of the probe atom. Its recording is,
therefore, important for the improvement of the sample
preparation and the comparison of different experiments. The
broadening of the SO-EFG may, however, be more than that:
Its anisotropy seems to be independent of the anisotropy of
the SO-EFG. This suggests that the broadening is also sen-
sitive to parameters that are independent of the sample
preparation and that it can provide information on the phys-
ics of the noncubic charge distribution.
The interpretation of the broadening is at present difficult
since virtually nothing is known on the nature of the respon-
sible lattice defects or how they cause the broadening. The
mechanism may be the induction of extra EFG’s by the dis-
turbance of the cubic lattice symmetry or the modification of
the SO-EFG strength by changes in the local band structure.
Modification of the SO-EFG strength seems to be more prob-
able since the anisotropy and the Gaussian form of the
broadening would be difficult to explain by extra EFG’s. The
inhomogeneous broadening would in this case provide infor-
mation on the sensitivity of the quantity noncubic charge
distribution to changes of the band structure. In principle,
one can also speculate on intrinsic, sample-independent, con-
tributions to the broadening, wherever they may come from
~charge density waves, Jahn-Teller effect, dynamic fluctua-
tions in the charge and spin densities, or something else!.
Since the origin of the broadening is not known, we will
confine ourselves in the following to a short summary of the
main experimental facts and leave the interpretation as an
open problem. A better understanding of the inhomogeneous
broadening of the SO-EFG may arise in the future from more
data on the systematics of its anisotropy, from experiments
on the same system in samples with different inhomogeneous
broadening, from more data on different probe atoms in the
same sample, and from experiments with deliberately intro-
duced, well-known impurities.
The most conspicuous experimental fact is the large rela-
tive broadening of the EFG distribution: It ranges in our
experiments from 10% for PtNi to more than 100%. This174401represents an extraordinary sensitivity to disturbances. The
absolute width GV of the EFG distributions is compiled in
Table XVI. The entries are in principle not directly compa-
rable, since GV depends on the sample preparation. Never-
theless, a common order of magnitude seems to emerge for
5d impurities in carefully prepared samples: GV ranges be-
tween 0.231016 V/cm2 and 1.031016 V/cm2. Only GV
’0.131016 V/cm2 for PtNi is somewhat smaller.
ReFe and OsFe represent a special case: The measure-
ments were performed in the same sample on the same lattice
sites. The broadenings are thus directly comparable and it is
found that they agree within the experimental error. This may
point to a system unspecific broadening of the EFG, but
much more data are required to postulate such an effect.
The anisotropy of the inhomogeneous broadening is of the
same order of magnitude as the anisotropy of the SO-EFG:
GV varies by up to a factor of 3 between M i@100# and
M i@111# . The anisotropy has the same (IrFe ,OsFe) or the
opposite (PtFe ,IrNi) sign as the anisotropy of the SO-EFG.
The inhomogeneous broadening behaves in this respect like
an independent spin-orbit effect. The trend in Fe is that GV is
considerably larger for M i@100# than for M i@111# . This
trend was already observed for Vz8z8 and may have the same
origin: A general trend to larger SO-EFG’s for M i@100#
should also lead to larger variations of the SO-EFG in re-
sponse to disturbances.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The two parts of this work investigate the spin-orbit in-
duced effect of the noncubic charge distribution in cubic Fe,
Co, and Ni both experimentally, by EFG measurements on
5d impurities, and theoretically, within the tight-binding
model.
The EFG measurements in part I complete the recent re-
investigation of the SO-EFG at the 5d impurities. These new
data are summarized in this work. It is the first accurate and
complete data set on the SO-EFG: Previously, the effect
could be determined only for a few selected systems and was
assumed to be essentially isotropic. Now, it is known for a
continuous series of 5d impurities and has been determined
in Fe and Ni for at least three different orientations of the
magnetization.
A transparent and yet realistic tight-binding treatment of
TABLE XVI. Inhomogeneous broadening of the EFG distribu-
tion for several Fe and Ni experiments.
GV (1016 V/cm2)
System M i@100# M i@110# M i@111# Ref.
PtFe 0.58~12! 0.37~4! 0.21~2! 23
IrFe 0.64~12! 0.66~10! 0.42~13! 22
0.66~3! 0.38~2! 36
OsFe 0.94~10! 0.68~8! 0.53~5! a
ReFe 1.03~11! 0.75~12! 0.46~5! a
PtNi 0.08~3! 0.10~2! a
IrNi 0.94~5! 0.53~3! 0.31~3! a
aThis work.-17
G. SEEWALD et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 174401 ~2002!the SO-EFG was developed in part II. The basic properties of
the noncubic charge distribution and its relation to the band
structure were investigated within this scheme and are now
qualitatively well understood. On the contrary, the previously
accepted qualitative interpretation of the effect was based on
an unrealistic model and turned out to be partially incorrect.
Our study also showed that the quantity SO-EFG can in-
deed make important contributions to the understanding of
the spin-orbit effects in transition metals. The main features
of the effect in this context are the following.
~i! The noncubic charge distribution arises in second-
order perturbation theory. It provides thus complementary
information to the more often studied first-order effects, like
the orbital moment or Kerr effect, and to the more complex,
higher-order effects, like the anisotropy energy or magneto-
striction. Moreover, the effect can in principle be measured
for a wide range of impurities. Decisive parameters like the
SOC strength and the symmetry of the electrons can be var-
ied in this way in a controlled manner over a wide range.
~ii! The effect is also an ideal probe of the local band
structure of the particular system: On the one hand, it is
sensitive to the local electronic structure. ~This is not a mat-
ter of course: The hyperfine field, for example, shows no sign
change from Lu to Hg, although the sign of both the spin and
orbital moment changes in this series.49,50! But the sensitivity
to band structure details is also not too large: Calculations
that reproduce the main features in the density of states
should also be able to reproduce the systematics of the SO-
EFG.
~iii! The noncubic charge distribution provides a lot of
information: Its magnitude is sensitive to the interaction be-
tween the SOC and band structure, its systematics is sensi-
tive to the band structure, its anisotropy is sensitive to the174401different distributions of eg and t2g states, the exact form of
its anisotropy is sensitive to deviations from perturbation
theory, and its inhomogeneous broadening may be a general
measure of the sensitivity to disturbances of the band struc-
ture.
Several schemes were recently developed to treat the SOC
self-consistently within ab initio calculations.51–53 It would
be interesting to test these schemes by the SO-EFG data.
However, no ab initio calculations on the SO-EFG were re-
ported so far.
The experimental investigation of the effect is also still at
the beginning: The 5d impurities were a convenient starting
point because of the unproblematic implantation behavior
and the large SOC strength. However, precise SO-EFG data
would also be desirable for smaller (3d ,4d impurities! and
larger (6sp impurities! SOC strengths, for a dominant p
character of the conduction electrons (sp impurities!, for
systems with pronounced local moments (3d impurities!,
and for the pure systems Fe, Co~fcc!, and Ni, which are well
known from a multitude of other studies.
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